Abstract. We discuss the relation between the single-valued extension property (that is, Dunford's property (A)) and spectral manifolds Xj{F) of a bounded linear operator. In particular, we prove that Dunford's property (C) implies the property (A). We also prove that if T £ B(X) has the property (/?*) introduced by Fong, then Xj.(F) = Xri^F)1-for every closed set F in the complex plane C .
where {Wn}*^.^ is a monotone decreasing sequence of positive numbers and w" / 1 as tz -► -co, w" \ j as n -> +co. It follows from [5] that T* is a hyponormal operator and o(T) = {k£C; i<|A|<l}.
It follows from [6] that T does not have the single-valued extension property.
We write Proof. Since 77^ is an invariant subspace of T, T\H£ is a unilateral weighted shift with the weight sequence {wn}Jf^k , and wn \ \ as n -> +co, it follows from [5] that o(T\Hk+) = {k££; |A|<±}. For arbitrary x £ H£, (A -r|77^")_1x is an analytic X-valued function on {AeC; |A|> \} and (k-T)(k-T\H+)~xx = x, \M>j.
Because o(T) = {A 6 C; ^ < |A| < 1} , we can define
then /c(A) is an analytic X-valued function on C\F2 and (A-T)fx(X) = x, k£C\F2.
So x £ XT(F2), that is, 77+ C XT(F2).
For the first inclusion we note that T is invertible and T~xen = w-\£>"_i, n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , Let Xj = (l/2ni) Jc f(X) dX. Because f(X) is analytic, the Xj are independent of the selection of the curves C}■, j = 1, 2. It is sufficient to prove x;-£ XT(Fj), 7 = 1,2.
For arbitrary p e C\FX there exists a smoothed closed curve / surrounding Fx such that both p and F2 are outside J. Let Then g(/7) is independent of the selection of the curve J . It is easily seen that the function g is analytic on C\FX and
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So xi e Xt(F\) . The proof that x2 £ Xt(F2) is analogous. The proof is complete.
In the case that T has the single-valued extension property and Xt(Fx l)F2) is closed, this result is well known. Now we have proved the result without any assumption. The proof is complete.
From Theorem 2 we know that Dunford's property (C) implies his property (A). In the theory of spectral operators due to Dunford and Schwartz [2] there is the following essential and important result. Here Xr(Gk), k = I, ... , n , are not necessarily closed. If, in addition, all Xr(Gk) > k = 1,..., n, are closed, then T is decomposable.
Fong [3] proved that the property (fi*) is the duality property of Bishop's property (fi), that is, T £ B(X) has the property (fi) if and only if T*, the adjoint of T, has the property (fi*). It is easily known that all decomposable operators have properties (fi) and (fi*). The operator T in Example 1 has the property (fi*), but it is not decomposable. In fact, because T* is hyponormal, T* has the property (fi). It follows from the result due to Fong that T has the property (fi*). In addition, T is not decomposable, since T does not have the single-valued extension property. Thus the property (fi*) is weaker than decomposable. The following theorem is a nontrivial generalization of the above result due to Frunza. Because T has the property (fi*), we have
(1) X = XT(DX) + XT(D2) = XT(GX) + XT(G2).
Since the above four manifolds Xp(-) are not necessarily closed, we need the following discussion. For an arbitrary closed set E in C, let Xj-(E) = {x £ X; there exists a uniformly bounded analytic A'-valued function fx on C\E such that (A -T)fx(X) = x, X £ C\E}.
For x £ Xj-(E) we define ||x||f = inf{sup{||/c(A)||; A £ C\E}; fx is a uniformly bounded analytic X-valued function on C\E such that (A -T)fix(X) = x, X £ C\E}.
It is easy to verify that || • \\f is a norm on X^-(E) and X^-(E) is complete under this norm; hence it is a Banach space. For a fixed Xx £ C\E, for every x £ XbT(E), \\x\\ = \\(Xx-T)fx(Xx)\\<\\Xx-T\\\\fx(Xx)\\ <\\Xx-T\\suo{\\fx(X)\\; X£C\E}.
So ||x|| < ||Ai -T|| ||x||f, that is, there is a constant ME such that ||x|| < M£||x||f for every x £ Xj(E). According to the selection of {Gx, G2} and {7>i, Dx}, we have
It follows from (1) that
We introduce a new Banach space Xb = X*r(Gx)®Xb(G2).
The norm in Xb is defined as 11*11* = INli + ll*2|l2 for x = X! ©x2, xk £ Xjl(Gk), k = 1, 2, where \\Xj\\Jb = \\xj\\^j , j = 1,2. Let /: Xb -> X be defined as This shows that i> is well defined.
Evidently, v is linear. According to the above argument, there is a constant Mb > 0 such that for every x £ X there are xk £ X^(Gk), /c = 1, 2, satisfying x = x, + x2, ||x,t||£ < Mb\\x\\, k = 1, 2. So
supfll/cWH; A€C\rJ,}||M||. Suppose x 6 XT(C\F). It follows from (2) that there are xk £ X^lfik) C XT(Gk), k = 1, 2, such that x = Xi +x2. Thus xi = x-x2 e Xt(<C\F) . Then there is a closed set E C C\7r such that x, € AV(£). Noting C\G, C C\F, we may assume without loss of generality that E D C\GX . Let g: C\E -> X be an analytic A'-valued function such that (X-T)g(X) = xx, X£C\E.
For every x £ X there are xk £ X^(Gk), k = 1, 2, such that x = Xi + x2 , and there exists an analytic X-valued function fXx on C\Gi such that (X-T)fXx(X) = xx, X£C\GX.
Note that (A0 -T)xk £ X^(Gk), k=l,2, such that (A0 -T)x = (A0 -T)xx + (A0 -T)x2
and that (A0 -T)fXx(X) is also an analytic X-valued function on C\Gi such that (A -T)(X0 -T)fXx (X) = (A0 -T)xx, A e C\G,. So For every x £ XT(C\F), there is a closed set E c C\77 such that x e X7-(£'); that is, there exists an analytic X-valued function fix: C\E -* X such that (A-7U(A) = x, X£C\E.
We define an analytic complex function on C as 
